THE PIONEERS
Selected UK Discography, 1965 to 1986

7” singles:
Island WI-238B Sometime 1965
Rio R-102A Good Nannie 1966
Rio R-102B Doreen Girl 1966
Rio R-106A (I’ll) Never Come Running Back 1966
Rio R-106B Give Up 1966
Amalgamated AMG-811A Give Me A Little Loving 1968
Amalgamated AMG-814A Long Shot 1968
Amalgamated AMG-814B Dip And Fall Back 1968
Amalgamated AMG-821A Jackpot 1968
Amalgamated AMG-822A People Grudgeful 1968
Amalgamated AMG-822B Pan Ya Machete 1968
Amalgamated AMG-823A No Dope Me Pony 1968
Amalgamated AMG-826A Tickle Me For Days 1968
Amalgamated AMG-828A Catch The Beat 1968
Amalgamated AMG-830A Sweet Dreams 1968
Amalgamated AMG-833A Don’t You Know 1968
Amalgamated AMG-833B Me Naw Go A Believe 1968
Blue Cat BS-100A Shake It Up 1968
Blue Cat BS-100B Rudies Are The Greatest 1968
Blue Cat BS-103A Give It To Me (aka Rugged Girl) 1968
Blue Cat BS-105A Whip Them 1968
Blue Cat BS-105B Having A Bawl 1968
Blue Cat BS-134A Na Na (as Johnny Melody & Slickers) 1968
Blue Cat BS-139A Reggae Beat 1968
Blue Cat BS-139B Miss Eva 1968
Caltone TONE-119A I Love No Other Girl 1968
Pyramid PYR-6062A Easy Come, Easy Go 1968
Amalgamated AMG-840A Who The Cap Fits 1969
Amalgamated CSP-3A Jackpot 1969
Amalgamated AMG-840B I’m Moving On 1969
Amalgamated AMG-846B Love Love Everyday 1969
Amalgamated AMG-850A Alli Button 1969
Pyramid PYR-6065A Pee Pee Cluck Cluck 1969
Trojan TR-672A Long Shot Kick De Bucket 1969
Trojan TR-685A Black Bud 1969
Trojan TR-698A Poor Rameses 1969
Trojan TR-7710A Samfie Man 1969
Trojan TR-7710B Mother Ritty 1969
Trojan TR-7723A Boss Festival 1969
Trojan TR-7723B Lucky Side 1969
Summit SUM-8511A Starvation 1970
Trojan TR-7739A Driven Back 1970
Trojan TR-7739B Trouble Deh A Bush 1970
Trojan TR-7746A Simmer Down Quashie 1970
Trojan TR-7746B Caranapo 1970
Trojan TR-7760A Battle The Giants 1970
Trojan TR-7760B Message To Maria 1970
Trojan TR-7779A It’s All In The Game (as The Rebels) 1970
Trojan TR-7779B Easy Come Easy Go (as The Rebels) 1970
Trojan TR-7781A Money Day 1970
Trojan TR-7795A I Need Your Sweet Inspiration 1970
Trojan TR-7795B Everything Is Nice 1970
Summit SUM-8517A Get Ready 1971
Summit SUM-8528A Land Of Complexion 1971
Trojan TR-7825A Let Your Yeah Be Yeah 1970
Trojan TR-7825B More Love 1971
Trojan TR-7846A Give And Take 1971
Trojan TR-7846B Pride And Passion 1971
Attack ATT-8033B After Midnight (as Sidney, Jackie & George) 1972
Attack ATT-8034A Take It Easy (as the Reggae Boys) 1972
Attack ATT-8034B How I Want To Love You (Sidney, George & Jackie) 1972
Summit SUM-8535A Story Book Children 1972
Summit SUM-8535B Gorgeous And Marvellous 1972
Trojan TR-7852A Mother And Child Reunion 1972
Trojan TR-7855A You Don't Know Like I Know 1972
Trojan TR-7855B Sometimes I'm Lonely 1972
Trojan TR-7860A Roll Muddy River 1972
Trojan TR-7860B Auntie Roachie 1972
Trojan TR-7866A Lonely For Your Love 1972
Trojan TR-7868A Come On Over To My Place (Jackie Robinson &) 1972
Trojan TR-7868B I'll Be Standing By (Jackie Robinson &) 1972
Trojan TR-7869A The World Needs Love 1972
Trojan TR-7869B Destiny 1972
Trojan TR-7879A Time Hard (George Dekker &) 1972
Trojan TR-7879B Fall In Love 1972
Trojan TR-7880A I Believe In Love 1972
Trojan TR-7880B Habit 1972
Trojan pre GPW-82A (You Got To Be) Bad To Be Good 1972
Trojan pre GPW-82B Hit Medley 1972
Attack ATT-8054A Papa Was A Rolling Stone (Sidney, George & Jackie) 1973
Attack ATT-8054B Feeling High (Sidney, George & Jackie) 1973
Trojan TR-7888A At The Discotheque 1973
Trojan TR-7888B Step By Step 1973
Trojan TR-7896A Keep Your Mouth Shut (George Dekker &) 1973
Trojan TR-7897A (You Got To Be) Bad To Be Good 1973
Trojan TR-7897B Smokin’ 1973
Trojan TR-7906A A Little Bit Soap 1973
Trojan TR-7906B Hit Me With Music 1973
Trojan TR-7908A Pardon (George Dekker &) 1973
Trojan TR-7908B Rub It Up (George Dekker &) 1973
Attack ATT-8064A At The Club (Sidney, George & Jackie) 1974
Attack ATT-8064B Reggae Fever (Sidney, George & Jackie) 1974
Horse HOSS-53B Love Is A Game 1974
Trojan TR-7913A Gonna Knock On Your Door (Sidney, George & Jackie) 1974
Trojan TR-7913B Some Living, Some Dying (Sidney, George & Jackie) 1974
Trojan TR-7923A Honey Bee 1974
Trojan TR-7923A Hot Blooded Man 1974
Trojan TR-7931A Jamaica Jerk Off 1974
Trojan TR-7931B Grandma Grandpa (George Dekker &) 1974
Trojan TR-7939A Sweet Number One 1974
Trojan TR-7939B Tree Oak Tree 1974
Horse HOSS-75A Nine Pound Steel (Jackie, George & Sidney) 1975
Horse HOSS-75B Money Day Version 1975
Trojan TR-7968A Long Shot Kick De Bucket 1975
Trojan TR-7968A Money Day 1975
Mercury 6198 061A Feel The Rhythm 1976
Mercury 6198 061B Rhythm Of You And I 1976
Mercury 6198 081A Broken Man 1976
Mercury 6198 081B Broken Man, Part 2 1976
Trojan TRO-7995A My Special Prayer 1976
Trojan TRO-7995B Money Day (4) 1976
Trojan TRO-9041A A Little Bit Of Soap 1978
Trojan TRO-9041B Over And Over 1978
Trojan TRO-9043A Riot In Notting Hill 1978
Trojan TRO-9043B Ahuma 1978
Ice 25A Your Loving Is Something Else 1979
Ice 25B Feel the Rhythm (Of You And I) 1979
Trojan TRO-9090A Reggae In London City 1986
Trojan TRO-9090B My Woman 1986

LPs:
Amalgamated LP AMGLP-2003 Greetings From The Pioneers 1968
Trojan TBL-103 Long Shot 1969
Trojan TBL-139 Battle Of The Giants 1970
Trojan TRL-24 Yeah! 1971
Trojan TRLS-48 I Believe In Love 1972
Trojan TRLS-64 Freedom Feeling 1973
Trojan TRLS-98 Gonna Knock On Your Door 1974
Mercury 9286172 Feel The Rhythm 1976
Trojan TRLS-144 Roll On Muddy River 1977
Trojan TRLS-156 Pusher Man 1978
Pioneer International PILP-022 Reggae, Sex & Soul 1982
Pioneer International STLP-1019 Reggae For Lovers 1982
Vista Sounds LP STLP 1021 Reggae For Lovers Volume 2 1983
Vista Sounds LP STLP-1028 More Reggae For Lovers Volume 3 1984
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